Suunto D4
When I started doing Free Immersion dives shortly before Vertical Blue 2008 I knew I was
going to need a deeper gauge to read below 100m. Suunto stepped up to the plate, and
altered one of their D4's - the new model that has replaced the D3 as specialised gauge
for freediving.
There has already been talk about its sharp design and quality materials, but what
impressed me most with the D4 was its functionality: accurate, intuitive programming, and
attention to details, including:
- The buttons are easy to find, and, compared to most dive computers on the market, very
easy to depress.
- To enter dive mode takes just a single button press, and to turn dive mode off (so
necessary for when you are safetying and need the stopwatch, or spearing/playing in
shallow water and don't want to clog up the dive log) is just two clicks.
- There is a 'depth notify' as well as an alarm, and both are very audible, so for those who
need to mouthfill at exactly 38.5m, you won't miss it again! A surface interval alarm
makes it easy to set recovery times for training tables.
- The D4 comes with a clear plastic sticker which can be applied to the screen (like an
ipod) to protect from scratches. Big improvement on the D3's chunky plastic guard.
- When viewing the dive profile (which is displayed on the screen as a graph), you can
stop or speed up the replay at any point. The water temperature is graphed so that you
can see how it changes with depth.
- The display can be backlit with green light: essential for when you are diving in murky water, or when doing naked statics in the
pool at Long Island Breezes on the last night of Vertical Blue 2008...

Dolphin Expeditions

It was with great pleasure that I accepted an invitation to run an introduction to freediving course aboard 'Indigo' a fully outfitted 91
foot (28m) liveaboard operated by Geoffrey Hanan of Dolphin Expeditions (http://www.dolphinexpeditions.com)
Geoffrey has been running these excursions for longer than anyone else in the Caribbean, and
he knows where to find the dolphins and how to behave with them.
On Sunday night we left the dock in Bimini in search of the dolphin grounds, and we were
rewarded almost straight away on Monday, with two very sociable Atlantic Spotted dolphins.

You have to forget about the idea that these mammals
might behave in a way similar to a domesticated animal,
following on your heel.
They are wild animals, free to follow their fancy, and this could just as easily be eating, mating
or playing amongst themselves as it could be indulging the awkward and gangly humans who
bruise the surface of the water.
Dolphins like it when we fit in with them, so it is best to keep your arms by your sides and fins
together. They particularly like it if you dive straight down, turn and come quickly to the surface,
and will meet you with a spiraling escort that opens around you on the surface.
What surprised me the most was how close the dolphins came to me; we were like
dancers who face off and move around each other as close as possible without
touching. The bubbles I let trickle from my mouth tickled up the belly of the nearest
dolphin as we spiraled together.
Barracudas will often try and stare you down, or dog you around the reef, sharks and
jacks will circle you, and cleaner fish will come and trim dead skin, but this is all the
language of food: predator and prey; host and symbiont. A dolphin approaches you
for the same reason that a dog will fetch a stick, with the difference being that wild
dogs don't fetch sticks...
How much of it is personification? If a dolphin's mouth curved down instead of up
would we see them as such cheerful creatures? You can strip away all of that and I
would still have the sensation that there was something more to the encounter.
Coming up off the sandy bottom, locked in a slow ascending spiral, the dolphin was
studying me, following my movements, waiting for a cue... What that cue might have
been I still don't know, but I can't help thinking that it might be some kind of elaborate
game, a game that shares similarities to the tease of a beautiful girl, who will move
around you, ever closer, to the point where your bodies or lives are almost touching,
but the moment you make an awkward move or initiate contact she will vanish with a
flick of her skirts.
I could have easily caressed the dolphin's flank, or even taken hold of its dorsal fin,
but in case dolphins have a memory - and I'm sure they do - I didn't want to spoil my
chances.
Of course there was the course as well - and it is always exciting and rewarding to see people with no experience in freediving
make their first steps and fall in love with the sensations. At the end it's hard to get them out of the water!

All of the stunning photos shown above are courtesy of Mark Corcoran, and are copywrighted.
For more information on freediving courses run in cooperation with Dolphin Experiences write to info@verticalblue.net.

Reflections - William Trubridge.
CONFIDENCE IN FREEDIVING
Every freediver will have experienced the day where, from the moment you wake up, each smallest thing that happens seems
designed to throw you off, by means of frustration or distraction.
Whether it's your mood which throws a dark light on circumstances, or an actual sequence of negative events, the reaction is the
same: that scared and lazy sluggard who is normally regulated to a soundproof corner of our minds, escapes to niggle and gnaw at
our resolve.
This happened to me the day I was to attempt 86m.
I started the day in a foul mood, and it seemed everything conspired to keep
me in it. I had to find someone to fill a vacancy in safety freedivers, then
was left temporarily without a ride down to the Blue Hole (my truck was
being used as the emergency vehicle). While I was breathing up I noticed the
velcro patch on my leg (where I attach the tag) was coming unstuck, so I
borrowed a knife to cut half of it off. The bad run continued right up to the
last moment: I missed the timekeeper's minute call, swallowed some of my air
as I rolled over into the duck dive, and realised I had started the dive slightly
hypocapnic...
These are all reasons that we sometimes give ourselves for aborting a dive,
and the lazy/scared voice will be standing on a pulpit ready to take command.
At this point training and a long background of deep dives pays off: you must be able to turn off the conscious mind and operate
completely on autopilot, confident in the actions and contingent decisions you have programmed into your unconscious. If you
cannot turn off the rational, analytical mind then neither will you be able to turn off the pestering, pessimistic voice that shadows it he will follow you all the way down, 'blah-blah-blahing' until you either turn early or doom the dive through agitation and increased
O2 consumption.
We do however need to be able to distinguish between trivial detail (you cut your finger and the salt water makes it sting) and
conditions that actually impact on performance (you have a wry neck and can't relax at all in the breathe-up).
As I settled into the freefall on my way to 86m I felt the bad energy that had surrounded my preparation slip away - it was superficial
and therefore stayed on the surface. Beneath everything else I knew little had happened which would have impacted my
physiological state. Perhaps I breathed up slightly too much (making me a shade hypocapnic), but my blood pressure has been
good recently, and I would still be capable of this depth.
When I turned at the bottom I concentrated, as always, on counting my ascent
strokes: 29 for this depth (2 extra because of the lanyard).
Thoughts, both negative - "you're not going to make it!" - and positive - "if you
make it you'll have a new world record!" - try to clamber up into your attention,
but the trick is to be bored with them before they even begin.
Whatever it is it doesn't matter now - the dive has already been decided long
ago...
The bonus is that I have never been so happy at the conclusion of a world
record, precisely because I had to overcome adversary (the hardest kind - the
internal adversary) in order to achieve it.
The next day's FIM attempt to 108m was very similar. An athlete's bad blackout shortly before my dive unearthed the gloomy
foreboding. I told myself that the dive revolved around equalisation: if I was able to maintain relaxation while equalising to the plate
it would reduce narcosis and promote the dive reflex. As it happens I was so focussed on equalisation that I ended up with a
mouthful of air at 108m. When I turned to ascend I instinctively purged this air from my cheeks (about 75ml, which at that depth is
almost 10% of my total lung volume), and this might have contributed to the dive being harder than the previous 107m.
If you are able to overcome bad initial circumstances and slip back into that
passive and detached state that accompanies a perfect dive then the effect
on your future dives is paramount: confidence blooms and your depth in
competition rises to meet that reached in training. The reverse is also true.
Every time you succumb to that despairing voice you will fuel your own
fussiness and superstition.
Learn to distinguish between instinct and anxiety. The more often you get it
right the deeper you will bury the sluggard, until his complaining voice will
be shut off for good. Confidence comes from beating the inner adversary.

DAY ELEVEN - It's a wrap!
One last day, one last world record, and now we can all finally
relax.
Vertical Blue 2008 saw a total of 23 national records, of which 5
were world records, in all 3 of the self-propelled depth disciplines.
I will be writing a more detailed reflection on this event and the last two world records in the coming days. Tonight
since it is the last night with many of the freedivers who have become, in the last 2 weeks, a supportive team and
group of close friends, I am going to leave the computer and the blog at home and crack open a beer.
In brief: huge congratulations to Megumi Matsumoto who waited until the last day to claim the national CWT record for
Japan with 64m in 2:12, and to Frank Pernett for his 47m FIM national record. Ryuzo's oh-so-close dive to 104m was
also an incredible effort from the Okinawa dragon after so many days of triple digit dives.
As for my dive, I probably wouldn't have attempted another deep one,
especially after yesterday's CNF, if it wasn't for the problems with tags
and carabiner in my last FIM record. I don't particularly like gray areas
in world records, even if at the end of the day the 107 did satisfy AIDA's
existing requirements. So, feeling a little burnt out, the dive was
harder than it should have been, although I did have an almost full
mouthfill at the plate, which is promising for future dives (I didn't know
what to do with the air in my mouth so ended up squeezing it out of my
cheeks before starting the ascent). Back on the surface and I had to
concentrate to keep it together and finished my surface protocol with
only 1.5" left.

Preview: the finale
Top times for Day 11, the last of Vertical Blue 2008

DAY TEN - 86 CNF
William Trubridge put another 2 meters on his no-fins world record, with a dive to 86.3m in a time of 3:20, the same as for the
84m record of last week. (more will be written on this when we find the time!)
Dave Mullins had a last valiant effort at the Constant Weight world record. Narcosis was once again a determinant factor. He
made it to the plate, took a tag, lost it from his grip, tried to snatch it but missed (Dave does not wear any underwater vision
equipment), then proceeded to unclip one of the carabiners which the tag was attached to, thinking this might suffice as a
depth marker. Apparently it took him until 5m into the ascent before he succeeded in unclipping the carabiner. From there he
powered his way back towards the surface, but ran out of steam towards the end and was brought to the surface by Kerian
Hibbs, today's safety diver.

William Trubridge breathing up before his new 86m world record in CNF

DAY NINE - How to build a record, by Leo Muraoka
One of the great fairy tales of Vertical Blue 2008 reached its happy ending
today. Over the last week Leo Muraoka, Japanese born but now a genuine
Hawaiian, has been steadily climbing downhill towards the American record in
Free Immersion. Each dive looked difficult, but each day he came back for
more, adding another 3m to his announced depth. 66... 69... 72 and a small
samba (but a white card) left most people thinking he had reached the end of
the road. But Leo is persistent, he is one of those divers who, when he has run
out of oxygen, will complete the dive on determination alone.
Huge contractions rocked his body when Natalia Avseenko, who was deep
safety today, met him during the ascent. Still Leo kept pulling, and he surfaced
after an almost 3 minute dive to claim his third national record.

In the photo you can see (left to right): Natalia Avseenko (deep safety freediver), Peter Scott (safety freediver), Joy Hibbs (medic &
platform supervisor), Fran Rose (AIDA judge), Leo Muraoka, Kerian Hibbs, Nic Rowan (surface camera), Grant Graves (AIDA
judge), Megumi Matsumoto, Michael Trousdell (safety freediver).
Kathryn McPhee was also attempting a milestone today. She has already
established herself as the NZ champion, with national records in all the
disciplines, but todays dive was a goal that she had set herself for this event:
50m no fins. Today she finally made the depth, in a time of 2:17, and the fact
that it looked easier than her recent 48m means that there's more in the tank.
Most of the rest of the dives were successful: Tomoko and Megumi inched out
to 56 and 59 meters respectively in CWT, while Kerian had a 'super easy' dive
to 64m. Ryuzo was trying for 105m, but turned at 99m, while Dave Mullins
cancelled his CWT WR attempt for today.

Preview - Day 9

DAY EIGHT - A long time coming
It promised to be a huge day. Of 6 dives, 3 were national record attempts and 2 world record attempts.
After Megumi had surfaced from an easy 56m CWT dive it was time for Natalia to test her ears for another attempt at the CNF
world record.
Mike Trousdell, Vertical Blue Safety freediver writes:
There is a lot of expectation when Natalia dives. She has been chasing the natalie avseenko
record for over 2 years, and she must feel the weight of that expectation
heavy in the air that she breathes as she sits cross-legged on the platform
before her dive.
Judging by the sonar we were fairly certain that she had been to the plate,
but we weren't entirely sure.
Seeing her swimming back to the surface still relaxed and in control smiles
started to appear on the faces of the surface crew.
She finished the protocol in 10" or less. Everyone could see she was still
holding the tag in her hand, so at that moment we knew it was just a
question of waiting out the minute for it to be official.
Meanwhile Natalia was already jubilant. As soon as she had finished the
protocol she hooked her feet around the line, pushed her head back and let
out a cry of joy that subsided into ecstatic laughter. Everyone was smiling,
while Fran Rose, the AIDA judge counted down to the minute. White cards,
and finally everyone could celebrate the moment.
It was quite a buzz being there, seeing her so elated to have the record. Some people try to mask their emotions on the
surface, but it was apparent that Natalia really appreciated the significance of what she had done and was expressing it openly
and naturally.
Frank Pernett made a very easy dive to 45m in FIM, but when he was asked if he had the tag he momentarily dipped his airway
beneath the surface to retrieve it, and was disqualified. He has a lot more in him, and will go back to CNF before attempting
something deeper in FIM.
Kathryn had a triumphant dive to 48m CNF, returning in 2:08. She is diving in an ultrathin Orca speedsuit, which has no
buoyancy but good hydrodynamics, and this seems to be the best configuration for her in the warm water of the Blue Hole.
William Trubridge was the last to dive, and had announced a world record attempt in Free Immersion of 107m. During his
descent at about 102m his lanyard carabiner became lodged and actually snapped his lanyard wire next to the crimp. We later
discovered that the carabiner carrying the tag had become wedged at this depth. William writes:
I continued to the plate and spent several seconds rummaging amongst the carabiners trying to find a tag (measured from the
bottom camera it was about 5").
When I was satisfied that it wasn't there and that it wasn't just narcosis
playing with my vision I turned to start my ascent. On about the second
armstroke my arm hit the mass of carabiners and my lanyard still wedged 5m
from the plate. I felt something brush my foot, and thinking that it might be
the tag I reached out to try and grab it, but I was flailing without reference,
and losing time (in hindsight it might have been the wire from my lanyard).
The rest of the ascent was uneventful, and narcosis was tolerable.
Initially Will was given a yellow card for not having the tag or carabiner but
this was later changed to white upon review of the bottom footage. So the
most successful day in Vertical Blue so far, with 2 world records and a
national record.

With 3 comp days left the event is still far from over, and the Blue Hole is
giving us its best conditions: 30-40m visibility, and oily calm waters. Stay
tuned for a thrilling finale!

Preview - Day 8

DAY SEVEN - Fatigue?
Eric signed off today with his last dive, an incredible 67m done on FRC (about half of total lung volume). He says
'these dives don't seem to be getting any harder and it's almost annoying as it means I have to keep going deeper!'
Several athletes cancelled their dives when they woke this morning and discovered heavy limbs and sticky ears.
After announcing 101m Free Immersion William turned at 92m, encountering an early equalisation block that he says
sometimes happens with the no warm-up method, even after only a couple of days off.
Dave was the last to go, and this looked to be his day, with the water
smoothing off to a glassy lens focussed on the depths. Sometimes the
best conditions can lead to complacency, and Dave says he was lazy
with his mouthfill today, and had to turn at 109m with an equalisation
block. The good news is that he rocketed to the surface in a total dive
time of 3:17, a whole minute less than his time for 111m three days
ago. A rest day tomorrow and then he will have another go.

DAY SIX
No time to write an update - we are off to the midway party and BBQ tonight
Here are the results!

Preview - Day 6
It's time: Dave Mullins has announced his number...

113
Also tomorrow is William Winram's last day in the Blue Hole. Will he succeed at the eleventh hour?

Eric Fattah
DOB: March 20, 1975
height: 6'0" / 183cm
weight: 175lbs
lung volume: FRC 3.25L (full inhale or packing=unknown)
CWT WR: 82m, 2001
National records: 2 STA, 3 DYN, 3 CWT

What is your favourite piece of music to listen to while visualising a freedive? I
rarely listen to any music at all.
Who do you think is the most talented freediver of the opposite sex? I don't
really like the word 'talented', it reminds me of the word 'gifted', meaning a
person who is born with incredible talent and doesn't have to train or practice at
all, and still beats everyone. So my answer to who is the 'best' freediver of the
opposite sex would be different than who is the most talented. I think Mandy
Cruickshank has worked at least as hard as any female freediver, although
clearly Sara Campbell entered the scene with considerable talent.
What current opinion about freediving training do you think is mistaken? I am
strongly against packing as well as diving on a full inhale. I believe that to
overcome narcosis, DCS and deep blackout challenges, eventually people will
dive on submaximal inhales or near FRC volume, and I also believe they will
enjoy the sensations of diving far more, once they adopt that style. I'm also
very used to people disagreeing with me. In 1999 I was diving with a monofin
and everyone said there was no hope of ever breaking a record with a monofin.
Now, nine years later, everyone uses a mono.
Describe your most
beautiful freedive? The
most enjoyable dive I ever
did was a recreational nosuit freedive, at Mermaid's
Cove in BC, Canada, in
2007. The flat bottom was
at 20m, and there is a large bronze mermaid statue amidst varied sea life. As
always I was diving on FRC volume, and sank the whole way down through the
10C thermocline and landed on the bottom. My skin and body felt so good and
so warm, but cool. I saw many fish in the distance. I felt so good I wished the
moment would last forever. I eventually swam over to the mermaid and played
with some of the fish around her. Ultimately I surfaced with lots of air left after
3'13". Another extremely memorable dive was a 32m FRC dive at Whytecliff
park where I spotted a species that is apparently unknown to science. I could
write a whole book about my memorable dives.
Favourite fish? (not to eat!) I would have to say rockfish, they bring back many
good memories of diving.
Do you abstain from 'romance' the night before a big dive? Not necessarily.
What is the first thing you eat after a dive? I like to eat salt & vinegar Kettle
Chips (potato chips).
The cliff overhanging Dean's Blue Hole is 10m high. Will you jump feet first,
head first, or need to be pushed? None of the above!

DAY FIVE - hiccups
Noone could expect 11 days of successes, so a less triumphant day allows everyone to catch their breath, come down
to earth maybe, and focus on what they need to do to achieve their goals in the remaining week.
There were however two very impressive dives: Leo is progressing inexorably towards the US record for Free
Immersion. Today his dive to 69m ('it's a nice number') took 2'54", and looked tough, but he is determined and is
getting stronger every day. He is very buoyant, and pulled all the way to 50m, before a leisurely ascent that quickens
towards the surface.
Eric had announced 62m CWT, another 4 meters on yesterday's dive. He
warms up with full exhale statics at 5m, lying with his forehead between
his hands on the sand bank that slopes down to the lip of the Blue Hole.
Tight Bermuda shorts are his only garb, but Eric says he wants to take
himself just to the edge of shivering before a dive. After a gentle
breathe-up through the snorkel he exhales, ducks under the water and
gives a single limp wave of his monofin before being gradually taken by his
negative buoyancy. As soon as he turns at the bottom Eric says he feels
his legs are already tired, and he kick-glides up to about 20m before a
second wind allows him to sprint the remaining distance to the surface.
There, with healthy pink lips and an alert stare at the judges, his mouth
opens and he inhales...

preview - Day 5
In the last entry we forgot to write about Dave Mullin's heroic dive to 111m. Perhaps spending too long in the water for
his warm-up, Dave cooled down and started shivering in his breathe-up. During the descent he thought he would treat
it as a training dive and turn at 70m, then when he reached that depth he decided to go to 90. By this time narcosis
was setting in and he careened past the 90m mark, and before long felt the mark set 5m from the plate brush through
his hand. So narked he thought there was no tag attached to the carabiner (when we pulled it up there it was) Dave
started his ascent from 111 without a tag, but his legs must have been tired from the previous day's 108m, and at
about 50m he 'felt like stopping.' Although his pace slows he carries on swimming slowly and manages to make it back
to the surface in a whopping 4:18, a full 46 seconds longer than his 108. A samba on the surface meant he failed the
protocol, but if he can stave off the narcosis and keep a constant ascent rate then he will be ready for this and greater
depths.
Tomorow's announcements are in and it promises to be another big day. Ryuzo has announced 103m, steadily working
his way into the triple digits, while William Winram will have another attempt at CNF with 85m announced.
Finally we will see Natalia Avseenko attempt the women's no fins record, with 57 meters and an announced dive time
of 2:10.

DAY FOUR - First World Record!
It was a day for New Zealand today, with a national record and a World Record returning to the 'Land of the Long
White Cloud.'
New Zealand flag flies over Blue Hole

Clean skies and the extra low tide of a new moon meant that the Blue Hole is almost back to its best, and there was still good visibility
even at max depths. The day started on a winning note, with Frank Pernett (CNF 38m), Kathryn McPhee (CNF 44m) and Megumi
Matsumoto (FIM 56m) all nailing their national records. Frequent celebration created a microclimate of positive energy and anticipation
over the Blue Hole.
Into this charged air stepped Eric Fattah, one of the great legends and innovators
of freediving, who has now completely switched to exhale diving. Today was his
first dive, and although he couldn't find the tag without goggles he descended to
the plate at 58m and returned in 2:02, with an estimated lung volume of... 4.2L.
Leo Muraoka followed with a solid Free Immersion dive to 66m. Kerian and
Christian both turned early on their dives, Kerian with his first ever experience of
narcosis and Christian with a sinus block.
William Trubridge was the
second to last diver, with an
announced world record in
Constant Weight No Fins.
The plate was set for 84m,
1m deeper than Herbert
Nitsch's record set in Dahab
last October.
William writes:
I had taken four days off
from
my
training
and
preparation
to
get
the
competition up on its wheels.
Also I have had some
annoying cuts and neck pains
that I wanted to give a few
days to get on top off. So
yesterday I announced a
101m FIM as a warm up for a
CNF attempt.
During my
lung stretching I realised
what has been giving me the
neck injury that William
Winram, an osteopath by
trade had described as a
'stuck rib': the intensive
reverse packing stretches I
do exerted so much negative
pressure on my ribcage that
I felt a rib high up in the
thorax pop inwards.
I
managed to stretch it back out, and it didn't hamper my dive, but the 4 days of resting (and mostly eating) meant that I wasn't able to
equalise very well and turned at 97m. I was happy with this, as it meant that I wouldn't really notice the equalisation in a shallower CNF
dive the next day.
After a big porridge breakfast and some conservative stretches I arrived at the Blue Hole about an hour before OT. I was feeling the
nerves for the first time in a while, but blood pressure still felt high, which seems to be the most important thing (and an impossibility
diving in Egypt). I had a nice long breathe-up on my back, with Kerian Hibbs propping my back up with his feet from the platform. 20
seconds out I inhaled and started packing. After a duck dive and 7 strokes I started the freefall and did a quick inventory of the
sensations.
No major hypocapnic signals, so given my high blood pressure that basically meant
that the dive was in the bag. Eric Fattah had advised me to congratulate myself
after the duck dive, as by then the dive was determined, and the deeper I fell the
more I empathised with this. It took me a while to find the tag on the bottom plate
and attach it to the velcro on my leg, but I was still calm and relaxed as I started
my ascent. '28 strokes' I told myself (an extra 2 from how many it would take
without a lanyard). At 20 strokes I still felt fine, so I lengthened the glides and
started to enjoy the dive. Peter Scott met me at 20 meters and we cruised to the
surface together. I have been having an issue with my noseclip lately: I trained for
a while without removing it in the surface protocol, and sometimes revert to this
bad habit. So as I came to the surface I focussed all my attention on that one task,
then relaxed into recovery breathing. 84m in 3:20 (about 1:35 down and 1:45 up)

preview - Day 4

DAY THREE - ramping up!
Finally a solid day of sun and calm waters. Although the southeaster is still blowing through the lagoon low tide falls in the middle of
the competition dives, meaning the Blue Hole is a clean blue monocle in the limestone headland.
First up today we had the Okinawa dragon, Mr. Ryuzo Shinomiya who had announced a clean tonne: 100m. 3:30 later and he had
his second national record of the comp, still looking very lucid and capable of much more.
Megumi Matsumoto and Kathryn McPhee made it three out of three with national records in constant no fins of 34m and 44m
respectively, and Leo Muraoka followed with a 44m CNF dive, closing on the 51m national record for America.
William Winram (64 CNF), Tomoko Yamanouchi (45 CWT), Kerian Hibbs (60
CWT) and William Trubridge (97 FIM) all turned early on their dives.
Last to the line was Dave Mullins who had announced 108m, a new NZ
national record, but clearly just a stepping stone on the way south. Those
who know him may have picked out a slightly dazed expression from
vestigial narcosis when he surfaced, but otherwise there was nothing to
show that he hadn't just ducked his head underwater for a few seconds.
The first official dive to more than half the depth of Dean's Blue Hole...

DAY TWO
We had only 4 competitors diving today, as it seems that most divers are waiting for optimum conditions. Natalie and Kerian
both dove to 62 and 60m respectively in constant weight. William turned early at 70m on a Free Immersion dive.

William Winram coaching Christian on the surface before his dive
At 11:15 it was the turn of Christian Maldame, the rising star amongst the French freedivers. He had announced 62m CNF, which
if successful would be a new national record to beat his previous record of 60m set in Dahab at the Thermocline-free invitational
of 2007.
Diving without a mask or goggles, a trend that is becoming increasingly common, especially amongst divers at Vertical Blue
(Guillaume, William Winram, Dave Mullins and Natalie Avseenko are all diving 'bare-eyed') Christian dove to 62m without fins in a
time of 2:45. Observers on the surface said that he still looked pink and fresh on the surface.
Just after the last diver had finished their surface protocol a deluge flooded the beach and the shore team ran for cover. The
forecast is for fairer skies tomorrow, and some giants are starting to stir, with Dave Mullins announcing a 'conservative' 108m
CWT...

